TUTORIAL 1

INTERNET: PLANNING MY SUCCESS

This tutorial has been produced by The Australian Tourism Data Warehouse
as part of the complete online education program, Tourism e-kit

DISCLAIMER: All content on this website and publication [both audio and visual] is protected
worldwide by copyright and all other relevant laws. As each business situation is different no
responsibility or representation is accepted or given for the use of content in this document and each
user should take their own professional advice accordingly.

The Tourism e-kit is an initiative of the National Online Strategy Committee and is funded by the
Australian State & Territory Tourism Offices

INTERNET, PLANNING MY SUCCESS
Reading time: 15 minutes

Prerequisite: n/a

This tutorial will give you an overview of why you should use the Internet to promote your business. This
tutorial also references all the tutorials you might want to read.

1)

WHY THE INTERNET?

The Internet is a network of computer networks, which anyone can access and participate in using a webenabled computer. Users turn to the Internet to search for information and interact with other users such as
friends, peers and communities. It comes as no surprise that travellers use the “net” extensively to plan and
organise their trip. Latest international research shows that more than 80% of travellers do so
This signifies that- as a tourism business - you need to move your Internet strategy to the centre of your
business model. Having a website that sits “on the side” will not be sufficient to compete in the online world.

2)

WHO IS THIS DOCUMENT DESIGNED TO ASSIST?

These tutorials have been put together to help small and medium Australian tourism operators successfully
market their business online. If you don’t have a website for your business or have one that is not performing
to your or your customer’s expectations, these tutorials are for you.

3)

ROADMAP TO SUCCESS

What do I need to do and in what order? Each tutorial can be read independently and no technological
background is required to understand their content. You are also welcome to print all the tutorials and read
them chronologically.
Each tutorial should not take longer than 45 minutes to read.
You will find a list of all the tutorials organised in different sections on the following page.
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